A. Body (hopper)  
B. Sheller wheel  
C. Wooden hand grip  
D. Brackets (2)  

E. Nuts (2) and bolts (2)  
F. Steel handle  
G. Plastic washers (2)  
H. Spring  

1. Bolt brackets to the sheller body. Nuts should be on “bracket side.”
2. When attaching brackets, bent portion of bracket should touch sheller body.
3. Thread wooden grip onto steel handle.
4. Using a standard screwdriver, tighten screw that is inside the wooden grip.

5. Place spring and one plastic washer on steel handle.
6. Push handle firmly through the body (add 2nd plastic washer) so it meets with the sheller wheel. Thread handle into wheel.
7. Sheller attaches to 3/4” to 1” wooden collection box.
8. Place an ear corn in the hopper of the sheller.

9. Crank steel handle to shell corn.
10. After kernels are gone, sheller pushes cob, out the back end so it doesn't fall into the shelled corn.
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